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Abstract the protocols is as low as possible. This becomes more im-
portant when the service in consideration is real-time such

In this paper, we argue that the roaming functionalities as VoIP.
implemented at the data link layer (Layer 2) have certain Although 802.11 based wireless LANs are frequently
drawbacks causing delay in the handoffprocess for mobile used for their portability aspects in locations such as waiting
hosts in a wireless local area network. Through real ex- areas and conference rooms, their mobility aspects are just
periments, we show how the triggering ofthe roam process now beginning to be put into service with such applications
is delayed which affects data transmission. Even though as voice over IP and streaming media. Unlike portability,
the network interface cards and drivers were from differ- where a device is parked in a temporary location while its
ent manufactures, the decision process related to the hand- being used; true mobility requires the device to work while
offs had significant similarities - the use of a crude timer moving from location to location. This constant data flow
and an un-sophisticated approachfor detecting error condi- while frequently moving requires the active station to tran-
tions. Identifying the mechanisms that cause a mobile host sition among many access points (APs). Data flow during
to roam, we suggest apro-active algorithm that eases the ef- the transition process is likely to undergo some disruption
fects ofwaiting too long to roam. By monitoring the current during this handoffperiod. This disruption, which can man-
received signal strength, we were able to initiate the prob- ifest itself as packet latency, jitter or retransmissions, is very
ing process early enough which in turn helped the roaming much dependent upon when and how the individual station
process. roams from AP to AP. The decision to roam is a function of

the client station.
The main issue in wireless LAN handoff management

1 Introduction is the process through which a mobile client (node) moves
from one AP to another, i.e., detaches itself from one and

In recent years, wireless extensions to local area net- attaches to another while still in session. As a moving node
works capable of supporting high bandwidth applications may need to change the associated AP, the APs must first
have emerged as a competitive technology for users. Fur- be identified and the target AP must be selected. When this
thermore, users have developed a strong desire for con- process is finished, the process of connection establishment
necting to the Internet wirelessly. This is evident from the begins. The whole handoff procedure can be broadly di-
fact that a large number of so called hotspots are becom- vided into three distinct logical phases: scanning, authenti-
ing omni-present. Wireless LANs (WLANs) though not in cation, and re-association. During the first phase, a mobile
their infancy, are not yet a mature network that can provide node scans for the APs by either sending probe request mes-
reliable data delivery with strict quality of service (QoS) re- sages (also called active scanning) or by listening for bea-
quirements. Although there has been tremendous progress con messages (also called passive scanning). After scanning
made, it would appear under close inspection that aspects all channels, an AP is selected by the mobile node based
related to supporting mobility of mobile clients (nodes) on parameters such as the received signal strength indicator
have not received as much attention. There are several chal- (RSSI) and link quality. Then, the mobile node exchanges
lenges that are being addressed that try to provide seamless authentication messages with the selected AP. Finally, if the
mobility and still maintain the desired QoS. For seamless AP authenticates the mobile node, an association moves
mobility, it is not only necessary that there be efficient hand- from an old AP to a new AP. The delay incurred during
offmanagement protocols but also that the response time of these three phases is referred as the Layer 2 (L2) handoff
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delay. This delay consists of probe delay, authentication 2 The Roaming (Handoff) Process
delay, and re-association delay. Mishra et al. [3] showed
that probe delay is the most dominant among the three de- The V/LAN roaming process operates at Layer 2 (data
lays. Thus, to solve the problem of the L2 handoff delay, link) of the OSI protocol stack. At this layer, the medium
the scanning delay has to be minimized. access protocols allow packets to traverse from clients to

APs. As defined by the IEEE 802.11 standard, a client can

Currently, much of the handoff process, particularly the only be connected to a single AP at any given time. This
decisions of when and where to initiate a handoff, is left connection, commonly called an association, is what estab-

to the mobile client. It is generally assumed that the client, lishes the link layer connection from the client to the net-

which is comprised of a wireless network interface card and work and allows the AP to forward packets on behalf of the

associated drivers, will monitor its RSSI and/or signal to client. This forwarding can be to another wireless client
noise ratio (SNR) and roam to a different AP when it starts connected to the same AP, or to an altogether different type> . .~~~~~~~~~of client that resides on the back-end wired network. Theto see poor performance. The motivation for this experi-
mental research is the lack of information about the mech- specification requires that all communications through the
anisms used in the probing and roaming process which re- AP require an association; however some communications
sults in loss of connection for prolonged duration when mo- to an AP by a client may be done without an association.
bile clients (e.g., laptops) move within a building with sub- This unassociated traffic is how a client probes other APs

stantial V.LAN coverage. It was observed that the clients for there existence, and performs authentication and asso-

would hang or simply lose connection to the network for ciation. Thus, probe packets are essentially broadcast mes-. . . ....... ..sa es and need no nror association.several seconds. The study in [3] revealed that clients with g. .

different wireless network interface cards (WNICs) suffered Outside of the roaming process itself, the network for-

problems which were kind of unique to the the WNIC be- warding agents, i.e., the APs must recognize that a client has
ing used. The study also uncovered the wide variation in moved to a different part of the system and forward packets
the roaming process, and the overall latency of the handoff. to the new location as necessary. This mechanism which in-
Their conclusions were that the handoff process frequently volves possible AP to AP communication and changing of
exceeded lOOms and were of the order of seconds, and no L2 bridge tables throughout the infrastructure is outside the

data could trveseth ICwhlethcietscope of this paper despite its obvious impact on data flow.data could traverse the WNIC while the client was looking p p p'
for its new AP and trying to get associated with it. A good On a similar note, although it is entirely possible for a client

.. . . ............ . to roam from an AP on one IP network to an AP on a dif-survey of the decision making processes employed by the
different vendors and there relative pros and cons can be ferent IP network, the mechanisms for subnet roaming (i.e.,
found in [1] Layer 3 roaming) are also beyond the scope of this paper.

The simple L2 association between an AP and a client is
the underlying foundation for all other L2 and higher tran-

In this paper, we examine the mechanisms that cause a sitions.
client to roam and propose a better decision making process. Prior to association, a client must authenticate with
We propose a pro-active algorithm that is based on empiri- the AP via appropriate authentication protocols such as
cal analysis of common coverage patterns; and an improve- WEP [2], WPA [4], LEAP [6] and so on. Although this
ment on the existing timer that takes into account the typical requirement could easily pose an obvious bottleneck to a
mobile velocity of a user. We conducted laboratory experi- timely client-AP association, the vast array of authentica-
ments with laptops that had the WNICs from different man- tion schemes are a subject of investigations by themselves.
ufactures. It was found through testing that the method used Hence, we adopt the simplest and fastest method with an
by several manufacturers for roaming was a crude timer, or open authentication for the experiments. We use an open
some type of error condition such as dropped packets. It authentication, which is essentially a simple handshaking
was also shown that with a small amount ofpro-active mon- process between the client and AP. A state diagram with the
itoring of the current RSSI, a better decision could be made authentication and association states is shown in Figure 1.
with regards to probing and subsequent roaming.

3 Experimental Study
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section

2, we discuss the handoff process. The experimental set- 3.1 Experimental Setup
up and certain shortcomings of L2 roaming are explained
in section 3. We propose a pro-active roaming algorithm For experimentations, we setup laptops on a mobile cart
and demonstrate the improvements in latency in section 4. as shown in Figure 2. The cart was pushed through a build-
Conclusions are drawn in the last section. ing containing the two APs at a fairly slow rate which gave



hot swappable. Most of the cards were 802.1 lb/g, how-
DeAuthentication Notification ever most of the tests were run using 802.1 lb only data

rates to ensure consistency with roaming. By using 802.1 lb

Successful Successful data rates, which are the most prevalent for wVvLANs, it was
Authentication Association ensured that any driver issues pertaining to 802.1 Ig only

Statel a tate
data rates would be eliminated. Most V/LAN implementa-

Unauthenticate uthenticated Authenticated tions utilize the 1Mbps data rate for beacons and probing,
Unassociated Unassociated Associated so this would provide the best baseline to test the perfor-

e uthentication Disassociation mance given that most manufacturers would design for this
Notification Notification environment.

3.2 Results and Deductions
Figure 1. State diagram

Basically, every minute, the WNIC would probe one or
more channels to see what APs were around and determine
their advertised data rates and transmit powers. It appeared

themost optimal roaming conditions. Th eanalyzers werets that if an AP was transmitting at a greater RSSI than the cur-
laptops that had AiroPeek version 2.0.2 from Wildpackets .rent AP, and the difference of the RSSIs was greater than a
Inc [8]. The analyzer software uses common network inter- threshold, the clien twould change channels toget the bet-
face cards and special drivers are required to put the cards ter s ignal.It wasalso found tha tshould a signal become
in promiscuous mode and capture packets.

e inl twsas on htsol inlbcm
in prmicuusmdeancpur k. degraded to the point that packets were lost prior to expira-

tion of the timer; the system would start probing, trying to
find a better AP to be associated to. The level of degradation
necessary was very subjective, with some clients roaming at

__ low error levels and other clients roaming only after a nearly
complete loss of throughput through the channel and many
errored seconds of data.

The data from the analyzers which consisted of a list-
ing of packet captures showed RSSI between the two APs
as a function of time. Packets indicating probe (discovery)
sequences and successful roaming were manually added to
the graphs to show when the roaming actually occurred. A

- typical roaming sequence is shown in Figure 3.
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The roaming process consisted of moving a client be- -80 Probe'anjRoar
tween two APs on separate non-overlapping channels, and
observing the packets using separate protocol analyzers. -9o 100 2f0380 4t0 5(06t 0 700 800 900 1000

The client in this case was one of the few laptops. The
laptops were equipped with a variety of VWLAN cards and Figure 3. A typical roaming sequence
driver revisions. Separate analyzers were used because pro-
tocol analyzers can only listen on one channel at a time, and
switching between channels with a single card results in a The graph shows the signal levels as the client and an-
tremendous amount of dropped packets. Different laptops alyzers were moved between the areas. The first probe in-

weeused because some V/LAN cards are embedded into dicated by the 'X' shows that the client began probing ap-
tesystem, whereas other systems have PC cards that are proximately 47 seconds after the start of the trace. Upon



analysis of the packets in the trace, it was not found any- -20 P Events
where that the system roamed. It is assumed that the system -30
roamed right after shutting down the analyzer. The APs
were checked before and after moving the cart to verify"
association status. Another trace, shown in Figure 4 does I,III \
have the authentication and association packets that signal D- lChannel1,
the roaming sequence, which is also indicated. >

Figure 4 also shows that the roaming event clearly has a
1 minute timer that it uses for general discovery. The delay 80l
between the start of the second probe process and the ac- -90 Beacon Error TRoaming
tual roaming event is due to the large time it takes for this Condition

-100 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000particular client to probe. It carefully goes through, what Unt of200 300 of a second)

appears to be all 11 channels, one at a time, for a period of
about 50ms each. During this probe process of a channel, Figure 5. Error condition
the system requests a power-save mode from the AP, which
causes the AP to temporarily buffer packets destined for the
client. As a result of this, the client must constantly switch -2ErrorCondition Starts Probe but no roam
back to its home AP and disable power-saving mode to re- -30
ceive any packets sent while it was on another frequency.
This technique, though novel, causes the discover process
to take almost 5 seconds for the whole spectrum.
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0 100 200 3nt00~time (tnhso asod 600 700 800 This behavior is essentially when the system performs its
probing function but refuses to roam despite having a poor

Figure 4. Delay of probes (1 minute) RSSI or lost data. As a result, the client sits with a poor sig-
nal quality for another minute until the timer expires again,
upon which point it now chooses to roam. Had the sig-

For every case considered, the client did not experience nal continued to deteriorate, which was forced in other test
any large error condition or loss of data. The following runs, this particular client would allow the data throughput
cases show both a temporary error condition resulting from to degrade to almost complete failure before disassociating
lost beacons as shown in Figure 5, and a sustained error con- itself, then probing for a new AP.
dition that resulted in a great deal of dropped data as shown It is this behavior that is causing the poor signal quality
in Figure 6. and dropped connections that were seen in the field. Al-

The conditions of Figure 5 show that the client under though some clients performed better than others, particu-
test will begin probing at a fairly low error threshold. When larly with regards to error thresholds, all clients tested used
the signal level came back up, the error condition cleared the timer mechanism as a basis for probing for better APs.
and the client stopped the probing process without roam-
ing. Subsequently it did not roam again until the original
timer expired. At that point the other channel had a stronger 4 Proposed L2 Roaming Algorithm
signal and the client roamed to the new channel.

Figure 6, which was from a completely different client, We propose a probing process that induces a more pro-
shows the worst effects of waiting to roam. Additionally, active roaming. Currently the only pro-active measure in-
this client had a problem generally known as stickiness. cludes an active probe every minute. In a minute's time,



a person traveling at 3-4 feet per second, can easily walk
through two or more zones covered by different APs. A
better pro-active measure would be to establish a perfor-
mance baseline of RSSI, and continuously monitor it for sii ine NO

any significant changes. Obvious increases in RSSI, such
as coming from the edge of a covered zone to the center,
would require re-establishing the baseline; however a de- ec YES

crease of 15 db, would merit an inspection of surrounding YESi,
APs to determine if roaming is necessary. If it is found that No

the RSSI of the AP is better than surrounding APs, then the R Probe

lower value is recorded as the new baseline, and the process erased b Tale
is restarted. The other more reactive functions of the pre- . l
viously tested devices would still be used, such as the error NONo

YES Xtrigger and the timer function. The error trigger is a catch reo er

all in case any of the other functions are unable to generate condi n befter
I

\ ccu red ?/\
a necessary roam. The timer function is still necessary in
the case ofperimeter movement or device creep, to detect No

a more suitable AP. Perimeter movement would result from
/ . \ ~~~~~~~~~~Roamto best

establishing a baseline at the outer edge of a zone, such as Has signal Ra toabes
,, , . ,o, ,. \ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~1Sdb?/near an exterior wall, however if the user keeps an equi-

distance from the AP, but moves closer to another AP zone
by going around the perimeter ofthe zone, the client will not
roam until an error occurs or the signal drops significantly. Figure 7. Proposed algorithm
Device creep is from a slow moving mobile station, such
as a computer on wheels, which is frequently used in clin-
icafclte. The ar moe.lwyrltv oteAs functions in a program, and the functions were executedical facilities. They are moved slowly relative to the APs.

agis h aaflst hw h onsi iea hc
In either of these cases the timer expiration would allow the data filestouso te p tne te aw
the transition to a more suitable AP. The timer mechanism, Th newpoe sequences woudb generated.
however iS still long, and should probably be shortened to To anlz h aa oi ucinta ipae30wseonds. Al flowchart sofuth newbablg h ishowtened in RSSI in db was maintained. Also, we marked a packet if30 seconds. A flowchart of this new algorithm iS shown in

itwsabao rmteaporaeA.AyohrpceFigure 7. it was a beacon from the appropriate AP. Any other packetFi a o. t t c generated an error message to indicate that it was not a valid
when ationprobe/ra the newnroamingmoedeishouldsalof packet for inspection. Another logic function maintained awhen to probe/roam; the new roaming model should also rung2seod(poxmtl)argefthRSIf

take into consideration what channels to probe. In an in- running 2-second (approxImately) average of the RSSI of
frasrucureenvronenttha hasbee prpery dsiged, beacons. The baseline RSSI for the AP was established byfrastructure environment that has been properly designed, onigtepeiu 0baos n optn h v

most adjacent APs are laid out with non-overlapping chan- cutge t e20 beaon andc the av-
nels (i.e. 1, 6, and 1). Given this relatively safe assump- tuered a 'FALSE' condition.
tion, it makes little sense for a client to investigate all legal tned naLe' cn tion.
channels of the available spectrum all the time. As a result, Onedta average wa letbeda on was gener-
all probing sould be done n non-overlaping channels ated that would monitor only beacon packets and compute

and other channels shouldbe exameinthenlely a running average over the past second or so, to see if theRSSI had changed. If there were no beacons in the exam-event that nothing suitable is found. imed cells, the system returned an error. If the running aver-
age drops 15 db below the baseline the system will indicate

4.1 Algorithm Validation and Results a Probe is necessary. Ifwe assume that no other viable AP
was found, we re-establish our baseline using a variation

In order to validate the proposed changes, parts of the of the logic functions, and continue monitoring the running
algorithm were transferred to some thresholds and evalu- average using the reference to the new baseline. The new
ated against RSSI from collected test data. The data, which function shows when the average generates a probe request,
was collected from the protocol was analyzed and sorted then a new baseline is established and the running average
by time, signal type (beacons) and sending station's MAC is monitored again against the new baseline.
address. The proposed algorithm was not implemented on Additionally, since AP beacon packets are so important
the wireless network interface card. However, we exported to the process, an error checking mechanism is established
trace files of RSSI data. The algorithm was emulated as that monitors all packets over a given second to ensure that
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Figure 8. Roaming sequence with new algo- Figure 10. Error condition with new algorithm
rithm

5 Conclusions
-20 In this paper, we proposed a new algorithm that was

-30 j | | {L 1110| 1 11 - shown to be more effective by simulating the decision pro-
cess of Layer 2 roaming. The plots shown in Figures 3, 4,
and 5 indicate when the actual probe sequences occur along
with subsequent roaming. The same data was used to obtain

U5 -50

0 k | |Ch5annel 11 Figures 8,9 and lOin which used the proposed algorithm.
-60 -RSS Probe These suggest that handoff is likely to occur earlier by an

-70L order of 20, 15 and 25 seconds respectively. Although the
effects of long timer (say 30 seconds) were not shown, its

-80 effects are rather intuitive. Likewise, the positive effects of
examining only 3 channels instead of all 11 are rather obvi-

-900 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 ous given that the client operates in an infrastructure envi-
Units of time (tenths of a second)

ronment with a known design and frequency layout. Finally,
Figure 9. Delay of probes with new algorithm it was found that the root cause ofmany of the worst prob-

lems observed in the production environment were actually
caused by 1) a failure on the part of the client to effectively
roam after successfully finding a better AP; and 2) an un-

at least 8000 of the beacons are received successfully. If usually high error threshold to trigger the reactive probingat~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~n roamingTheuseofeaecn 1-mnut timer onlyeexacerbatednot, a probe request is generated as this indicates an error and roaming. The use of a 1-minute timer only exacerbated
condition as well as a problem for monitoring, and a probe the problem which could be described as "buggy" at best.
request sequence is probably necessary. References
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